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Watch out for idea sentinels!
Saint Paul wrote in one of his
epistles: “What I want to do I do not
do, but what I hate I do”.
Those who really want to capitalize on the innovation honeymoon,
the unusually insightful and creative initial period of new employees,
have to share ideas with outsiders as
soon as possible. Alas, many people
fail to do so. This is due to the presence of what I call “idea sentinels”.
These are forces that keep insights
captive in the organization, preventing the ﬂow of novel thoughts to the
innovation abode.
A man of premier rank ﬁrst has to
identify the ﬁve most powerful interrelated idea blockers, which form
a cordon around the organization,
before he can formulate and implement effective counter-strategies
(see illustration).

1. Leadership
Despite praising the value of innovation, many headmen act as idea
guards. Their intellectual tightness,
which is likely to be emulated by followers or, at least, reduce their degree of freedom, can be due to various reasons. Some helmsmen are
simply unaware of how much emptying their idea barn matters in the
process of innovation. Further, there
are leaders who place excessive conﬁdence in themselves or the organization. As a result, they may simply
be unable to imagine that outsiders
could add any value that could not
be created internally.
Some organizational chieftains
are too self-absorbed and proud to
ask for outside feedback. There are
also many executives who crave
ownership and recognition. Covetous leaders are more interested in
taking than giving. They also ﬁnd it
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difﬁcult to let loose. They are anxious to originate all ideas themselves,
for only then they can delight in the
sense of intellectual ownership. He
who longs for applause trusts in the
following logic: If he were to allow
strangers to improve one of his ideas, he later would not be entitled to
claim full credit for it and thus could
not bask in the resulting fame.
Certain standard-bearers simply
are very risk-adverse and thus prefer not to tell a stranger about their
insights. In reality, this approach
is extremely hazardous though,
since costly errors may not be corrected. Besides, some guiding lights
fear that conﬁdential and sensitive
information could be leaked, expecting that this would harm some
constituents. Undoubtedly, this danger is clear and present in certain
organizations, such as the military
and intelligence services, and certain organizational functions. But
even there, isolation in all matters
usually is not wise, since it is beneﬁcial for certain new concepts to be
shared with the outside world at an
early stage, for example, to test their

effectiveness.

2. Collective mental maps
Shared mental maps can act as a
powerful impediment to passing on
ideas to outsiders. Oftentimes, traditional beliefs and approaches used
by the previous generation are simply accepted by the next one without questioning, even though they
might be inappropriate in the information age.
In many cases, you will be able
to diagnose whether an organization is open as soon as you arrive
at its gate. You might either receive
a warm greeting from the security
guard or be treated like a terror suspect. Oftentimes, protective, sectlike organizations are not only wary
of letting outsiders in, but also about
letting ideas out and collaborating
with aliens. Selection and socialization usually ensure that their mem-

bers share a common mental map,
on which the organization is an island surrounded by a hostile environment.
It is also useful to analyze the
language that leaders and followers
are commonly using. The members
of closed organizations often speak
of “war” to describe competitive
rivalry and refer to competitors by
using the word “enemy”. Because
language inﬂuences thoughts and
resulting action, they are reluctant
to bounce off ideas in the market.
In some cultures, people clearly
distinguish between family members, who are trusted, and the outside world, which is treated with
deep suspicion. When this national
culture pervades the organization,
members tend to circle the wagons.

3. Strategic posture
The strategic orientation of an

organization can act as another idea
lock. Leaders may pursue what I call
a “gold standard strategy”. They may
aim at producing highly differentiated products that are to become the
industry reference in terms of innovation and sophistication. These
movers and shakers are always hunting for the next “big thing”, eager to
come up with a killer application.
Their strategy of choice often is to
launch proprietary products, which
endow their companies with monopolistic pricing power. Organizational members adopting such an
approach usually are obsessed with
being ﬁrst in the market and thus reluctant to transmit ideas to outsiders.

4. Formal controls
Formal structures, processes and
systems can also prevent idea exchange with outsiders. There is a
trend for many large organizations
to centralize power in globally integrated units. This concentration
can reinforce isolationist tendencies
at the top. Even inside the companies, feedback is often neither welcomed nor taken seriously; outside
opinions carry even less weight.
This structural arrangement makes
it also more difﬁcult to quickly act
on the local knowledge of front-line
staff.
Besides, many companies have
established specialized functions,
such as compliance departments,
which draw up tight rules, standardize procedures, and design complex
systems to ensure that the behavior
of all organizational citizens is lawful. In contrast, many ﬁrms fail to
create specialized roles that span the
boundary with the external environment. Compliance ofﬁcers often act
as gatekeepers. Eager to conform

with regulations, they might actually overshoot and impose a virtual
information embargo on the whole
organization. To prevent anti-trust
suits, they tend to strongly discourage interaction with competitors.

5. Capabilities and resources
Many organizations also lack the
means for effectively sharing nascent ideas with outsiders. Its members may not be competent in reaching out to strangers and effectively
communicating with them. Employees might not have learned how to
exchange ideas while safeguarding
the interests of their employer. Besides, many companies fail to create
a seamless technological interface
with suppliers and other stakeholders. Further, ﬁrms may not fund any
outreach activity.
Interlocking idea sentries create an iron curtain, fencing off the
organization from its innovation
abode. The problem is rooted in
the hearts and minds of leaders and
their followers. Undoubtedly, it is an
uphill struggle to change their disposition. Albert Einstein remarked: “It
is harder to change a pre-conceived
opinion than it is to split the atom”.
[Part 11 of the “Innovation Honeymoon” series. To be continued]
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Holistic integration model in strategic map
Value-based management (VBM)
inspires everyone in an organization
to make decisions based on an understanding of how their decisions
will contribute to the organization’s
value. VBM focuses on creating
value and increasing shareholder
wealth.
VBM has three objectives. First,
as an integrated approach to align
the vision, strategy, management
processes and people in an organization that is aimed at continually
increasing share value; second, as a
framework to link goals, strategies,
resource allocation, performance
assessment, and compensation to
value; and third, to understand investors perspectives when assessing a corporation’s performance and
linking it to the stock price.
In the past, earnings per share
were a common key indicator of
ﬁnancial performance and a determinant of an enterprise’s value. At
present, economic, cash-based metrics are widely accepted indicators
to help businesses more efﬁciently
focus on meeting their ﬁnancial expectations. One of the VBM methods used in ﬁnancial measures is
the Economic Value Added (EVA)
method. EVA identiﬁes areas of an
enterprise (resources, processes and
assets) that create and/or destroy
value. Successful management of
EVA works as a driver to increase an
organization’s wealth.
To focus on the achievement of

How the integration w orks in BSC
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operational excellence and to create organizational value, the management needs a tool to translate its
vision into strategy. The Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) is one of the powerful strategic tools to address such
challenges. Kaplan and Norton
made BSC popular and, since its introduction in 1992 in the Harvard
Business Review, the system has
been accepted as a powerful strategic control mechanism to help management deﬁne and implement its
corporate strategy.
In the BSC framework, there are
four perspectives, namely ﬁnancial,
customer, internal business process and learning and growth. The
perspectives are used to describe
the strategy, so the system is called
“balanced”. “Balanced” means that
the system comprises performance
measures across the four perspectives and provides the essential
feedback required to assess performance. Then, the necessary corrective actions can be adjusted and
reﬁned in accordance with the organization’s strategy over time.

The BSC model in a value-based
organization normally starts from
the board, corporate, executive and
goes to the operational level. As a
main driver, BSC at the board level
is built to describe and manage
the strategic responsibilities of the
board, and commonly it starts with
a strategy map (see ﬁgure). Strategic
themes include performance oversight, compliance and communication, and executive enhancement.
These themes provide the architecture for deﬁning speciﬁc objectives
of the board.
The second part is the corporate
scorecard, which is usually used as a
“dashboard” of the CEO. However, it
also has a central role in fulﬁlling the
board’s oversight responsibilities. As
a CEO tool, the corporate BSC is
used to deﬁne, communicate and
manage strategy. A strategy map is
used to describe how the enterprise
will ultimately create value. Each objective on the strategy map has a corresponding measurement and target.
The third part is the executive
scorecard, which equips the board
to select and motivate executives.
This tool helps the board separate
and evaluate the performance expectations of an individual executive from the performance expectations of the enterprise. The CEO can
use this to align the executive team,
hold it accountable and reward it
based on strategic performance. In

a skill-based competency organization, the compensation committee
can use this tool to assess individual
executive performance and facilitate compensation decisions.
Lastly, at the operational level, the
management can use it as a tool to

aims at achieving operational excellence.
How does process integration
deliver and create the shareholder
wealth in a VBM organization? This
is the next logical step in integrating
each perspective in an organization

Cross integration model in strategic map
align the implementation of a strategy to achieve operational excellence.
Integration at the operational level
is very essential and critical in aligning the processes within an organization. As an integral part of the pursuit of operational excellence, many
organizatons appoint “Process Integrators” in the internal business
process who perform an important
role in horizontal integration, which

by using the strength in internal
business processes to deliver customer value. Logically, when the
customers are satisﬁed, they will
deliver proﬁtability to the ﬁrm. Customer satisfaction helps create other
business opportunities; acquisition
of new customers and customer retention. Both achievements drive
market share growth. Major growth
in the market share gives value to

the organization. At this point the
strategic role is to integrate each
business perspective through vertical integration, which is aimed at
delivering added value to the stakeholders of an organization.
At the stage of vertical integration,
the focus of people who are responsible for integrating each perspective are: to link strategic planning to
operational execution (i.e. via Sales
and Operation Planning/S&OP), to
increase efﬁciency, to drive the right
product or services to the market
and to deliver customer proﬁtability
(i.e. through Activity Based Costing) in order to increase shareholder
value. Management is able to view
the resource allocated to an activitybased perspective that helps drive
true product cost and proﬁtability as
an integral part of the EVA model in
BSC.
By using enabling technology that
is implemented in state-of-the-art
management practices, the management can focus the energy of the enterprise on activities, both internal
and external, that truly create value
for their stakeholders. Finally, the
cross integration model in BSC provides corporate leaders with insight,
alignment and conﬁdence to effectively manage and develop the value
of an organization.
The writer is a lecturer at Pelita
Harapan Graduate School.
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Humble ﬁsh & chips propel Henky to success
Disni Wahyudi
CONTRIBUTOR/JAKARTA

“I don’t want to do something
that already exists in the market.”
This statement distinguishes Henky
Rusli, 33, from other young businessmen. Entering the business
world was a choice, but becoming a
market leader in the food and beverage industry was a decisive move
and a necessity.
For seafood lovers, the name Fish
& Co. is already well known here. After making a name for itself through
its numerous outlets in Singapore, it
opened in Jakarta in 2002.
When one talks about Fish &
Co. in Indonesia one cannot separate the name from Henky Rusli. It
is a business that he started from
scratch seven years ago as the local
franchiser. His business history is
similar to that of other young enterprising businesspeople here, who
started from almost nothing and
with little experience, but with determination gradually climbed the
ladder of success.
What makes him unique among
other budding entrepreneurs is his
ﬁghting spirit and strong desire to
become a market leader and not just
to follow a current trend.
“Until now when anyone wants to
eat pizza they remember Pizza Hut,
and for chicken the name Kentucky

immediately comes to mind. That
is why I chose Fish & Co. for seafood in general and ﬁsh and chips
in particular. By becoming a market
leader of a certain product people
can easily remember our brand and
success will soon be within reach,”
explained Henky.
Henky decided on the food and
beverage business after he came
back from his stay in Singapore and
saw an opportunity for such a business here. At the time he was still in
the IT business, but was looking for
a new opportunity and a new market. “When you seek you will always
ﬁnd the right opportunity,” this was
the motto that kept him going and
since then he has never looked back.
He certainly had to face challenges and risks in his new venture.
Henky, the father of two, realized
this from the start as he had to aggressively promote his product,
which was quite unknown to the
public. Henky acknowledged that
introducing his product was the
most important mission. He started
by educating the market on the beneﬁts of eating ﬁsh.
“In the early stages in 2002 business developed very slowly, but
therein lay the challenge. If we can
educate potential customers, then it
is more likely that we will be the one
they remember. If we can change
our weakness into a strength then
we can automatically become the

market leader,” he said.
During the franchise application
there were quite a number of candidates interested in the business.
Luckily, besides a solid portfolio, his
strong motivation put him on the
franchiser’s consideration list. As a
newcomer in the food and beverage
business he had to learn the hard
way. He had to ﬁnd out for himself
from many sources how to run the
business here.
Aside from his uncle with whom
he shared most of his problems, he
had no other mentor. For the ﬁrst
three or four months he read numerous books and spent hours every day
browsing the Internet to look for solutions before developing Fish & Co.
Feeling that all this was still not
enough, Henky also conducted a
ﬁeld study by visiting a number of
restaurants that were similar to Fish
& Co. Here he observed how the system worked, how to manage a restaurant, its employees as well as the
consumer behavior.
Besides the food quality he also
noted the service and the ambience.
After succeeding in making Fish
& Co. a market leader, Henky then
launched Cosi three and a half years
ago. While Fish & Co.’s market segment is the middle and upper income sector, Cosi is for the middle
and lower income groups.
“I wanted to create a bridge between the premium upper-class

Chinese restaurant and the lower
class sidewalk Chinese restaurant.
This is where I created casual dining, not ﬁne dining, but still with a
distinctive lifestyle,” said Henky.
Cosi, with its fusion concept as he
calls it, has developed rapidly as it
now already has four branches.
Talking about success Henky
said:” I will feel really successful
when all my employees and staff feel
proud of our brands, have a high degree of loyalty and have a sufﬁcient
income.”
In his business he has also
learned to face failure. He said that
it is not something to be afraid of.
“In life don’t have regrets. The most
important thing is to do your best,
it doesn’t matter if you fail. At least
you have tried. There is no success
if there is no failure. It’s just a part of
life,” he said.
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